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Year 9 ‐ Cycle One
100% Book
Name: ______________________
Tutor group: _________________

Correcting spelling, punctuation and grammar
Your work will be marked across all subjects to help you improve your literacy.
This is the code that will be used.

YEAR 9 I ART AND DESIGN I KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER I KOLLWITZ & PICASSO
1. About Kathe Kollwitz

5. About Pablo Picasso

Nationality

German but born in Prussia (now Russia)

Nationality

Spanish

Born

8 July 1867

Born

25 October 1881

Died

22 April 1945

Died

8 April 1973

Lived & worked

Ghent

Lived & worked

France, Spain and New York

Known for

Depicting the effects of poverty, hunger, and war on the working class

Known for

Creating Cubism – a geometric style of art

Medium

Etching and Wood-cuts

Medium

Oil paint

2. Key terms about Kathe Kollwitz’s work

6. Key terms about Pablo Picasso’s work

Poverty

The state of being extremely poor

Cubism

•
•

Perspective using multiple viewpoints
Used simple geometric shapes and interlocking planes

Working class

The social group consisting of people who are employed for wages, especially in
manual or industrial work

Geometric

•

Art work decorated with regular lines and shapes

Expressionism

An art movement in 20th century Germany where work had an emotional effect and
artists sought to express meaning

Abstract

•
•

Art that does not attempt to represent reality
Art that seeks to achieve its effect using shapes, colours, and textures

3. Lino printing - Key terms

7. Political and cultural influences on Picasso’s work

Linocut

Printmaking technique in which a sheet of linoleum has a design cut into it

Spanish Civil War (1936 to 1939)

African Artworks (Early 20th Century)

Woodcut

Type of print made from a design cut in a block of wood

•

•

Gouge

Tool used to cut design into lino

The war was a struggle between
democracy and fascism

African artworks were being brought back to
French museums

A roller used to spread ink out onto the lino

•

The press was full of with exaggerated stories of
cannibalism and exotic stories

Bench plate

Surface on which to spread out ink

Picasso’s painting ‘Guernica’, was a
political statement about the Nazi's
bombing of the town of Guernica

•

Brayer

•

•

Henri Matisse who showed him a mask from the
people of Africa

Bench hook

A piece of wood that hooks onto the table (or bench) for safety when cutting

Picasso also painted ‘Weeping
Woman’ to show the sadness as a
result of the conflict

•

Graphite

Broad stick used for large drawing or to help transfer an image

Picasso was inspired by African artworks when
making his work

8. Which artists influenced Picasso’s work
4. Affect of War on Kollwitz
Artist

Diego Velazquez
(1599 – 1660)

1914

Her son Peter died fighting in World War I, which prompted her depression

1933

Nazi Party authorities forced her to resign her job at the Academy of Arts

•

1933

Her work was removed from museums

•

1936

The Gestapo threatened to with arrest and deport her to a Nazi concentration camp

1940

Her grandson Peter died fighting in World War II

1943

Her house was bombed and many drawings, prints, and documents were lost

About
•

Leading artist in the
court of King Philip IV
Known as being the
most technically skilled
painter ever
Created historical
paintings and paintings
of royal family and
religious figures

Rembrandt
(1606 – 1669)
•
•
•

Innovative drawer,
painter and printmaker
Considered one of the
greatest visual artists in
the history of art
Created portraits,
landscapes and
biblical scenes

Francisco Goya
(1746 – 1828)
•
•

•

Painter and printmaker
Fell ill in 1793, leaving
him deaf – his work then
became dark and
pessimistic
Created art about the
social and political
classes he saw

Every child deserves the opportunity to explore their passion for creativity, to become inspired problem solvers and future learners in the visual world.

Stanislavski & Realism (1890s‐Present) | Drama | Year 9 | Cycle One
(A)
Context

Plays and performance styles are a product of their time and as
such they respond to the social, cultural and historical context.

Social Context

In response to industrialisation and urbanization, writers and
directors began showing how these changes were affecting
people’s lives. They also started showing more real characters.

Performance Skills

The skills used by an actor to bring a character to life

Physical Skills

The skills that focus on the use of the body

Posture

How you stand or sit e.g. slouched or straight

Realism made the theatre a place to explore and challenge
ideas. It was also the first time directors were involved in the
play making process.

Gesture

Small movements used to communicate e.g. waving

Facial Expression

The use of the face to show emotions e.g. smiling

The Russian Revolution in 1917 resulted in Stanislavski travelling
overseas and his work promoting Soviet values.

Vocal Skills

The skills that focus on the use of voice

Volume

How loud or quiet you are speaking

Pace

How fast or slow you are speaking

Tone

The overall quality of your voice e.g. aggressive or joyful

Cultural Context

Historical Context

(B)
Positions on stage

1
4

2
5
8

7
1

Upstage right (USR)

2

Upstage center (USC)

3

Upstage left (USL)

4

Stage right (SR)

5

Center stage (CS)

6

Stage left (SL)

7

Downstage right (DSR)

8

Downstage center (DSC)

9

Downstage left (DSL)

3
6
9

Audience
(E)
Timeline

1890s – Present
Realism began with
Stanislavski who grew
frustrated with the
unprofessional attitude
of actors.
The style is still
performed to this day.
Most TV shows follow
the style of realism.

(C) Key words: Skills

(D) Key Words: Stanislavski and Realism
Given
Circumstances

The process of analysing the text in search of answers to
questions about your character: Who? What? Where?
When? Why? How?

Objective

What a character wants, within a scene

Actioning

A verb that describes what you will do to someone e.g.
impress / frustrate / persuade

Tempo‐Rhythm

A character’s physical and mental pace

Subtext

The thoughts or intentions that lie beneath the words that
are spoken

Year 9 Cycle 1: English Language and Literature
Human Morality and Loss
A. Subject Terminology
When the writer makes reference to something
famous or well‐known

1. Brackets
(parenthesis)

2. Colloquialisms

Language which can be informal and particular to a
geographical area/ culture

2. Question
mark*

Used at the end of a question

3. Formal tone

Standard English with no slang and no contractions
(e.g. do not instead of don’t)

3. Exclamation
marks*

Used to show when something is surprising or
forceful

Fantastic! Be careful!

4. Introduction

State your main ideas and tease your reader /
audience with a taster of your argument

4. Commas (to
separate
clauses)*

Used to separate the main clause of a sentence
from a subordinate clause.

Despite the poor weather, I
still had fun in the park.

5. Topic
sentences

The very first sentence in a paragraph that states the
point you wish to make

5. Complex
sentence*

A sentence containing both a main clause and a
subordinate clause

6. Body

The main part of an essay / article is often referred
to as the body and contains at least three detailed
points
Summing up your argument and reinforcing your
point of view

6. Main clause*

Reference back to the beginning of the text (e.g. a
particular word / character / detail about the
weather or setting)
The reasoning used to support a particular idea or
view, usually throughout an essay response
The process of reading over written or printed
material and marking any errors

8. Subordinate
clauses*

11. Editing

Preparing written material for a perfect, final copy
by correcting, condensing, or otherwise changing it

11. Adverbs*

A sentence that is complete, can stand alone,
and contains an subject (noun) and predicate
(verb).
A clause (a group of words that includes a
subject and a predicate) that is within a main
clause, usually marked by commas.
A clause, typically introduced by a conjunction,
that forms part of and is dependent on a main
clause
Uses to indicate dialogue. Remember to start a
new line each time a new character speaks.
A word that expresses relation to another word
or element in the clause. It usually follows a
verb or noun.
A word or phrase that modifies the meaning of
an adjective, verb, or other adverb, expressing
manner, place, or place.

When the cake turns
golden, take it out of the
oven.
The train was late.

12. Redrafting

Draft (a document, text, or map) again in a different
way.

12. Adjectives*

1. Allusion

7. Conclusion

8. Cyclical
structure
9. Line of
argument
10. Proof‐reading

7. Embedded
clauses*

9. Speech
marks*
10. Preposition*

B. Grammar and punctuation
Each of a pair of marks ( ) [ ] { } 〈 〉 used to
enclose words or figures in order to separate
them from the context

A word naming an characteristic of a noun.

He finally answered (after
taking five minutes to
think) that he did not
understand the question.
Are you ready to go?

My bike, which is very old,
has finally broken.
I first met her in paris,
where I lived as a small
child.
He said, “You have won the
lottery!”
‘the man on the platform’,
‘she arrived after dinner’
(e.g. gently, here, now, very
)
Hesitantly, she opened the
door.
Her hair was shiny.

C. Forms (text types)
1. Conformity
2. Hope
3. Willful
ignorance
4. Free will

C i. Prose (theme Never Let Me Go)
Compliance with standards, rules, or laws.

1. Essay

5. Death

A feeling of expectation and desire for a particular thing to happen.
A decision in bad faith to avoid becoming informed about something so as to avoid having to make
undesirable decisions that such information might prompt.
The power of acting without the constraint of necessity or fate; the ability to act at one's own
discretion.
The action or fact of dying or being killed; the end of the life of a person.

6. Friendship

The emotions or conduct of friends; the state of being friends‐ connoting loyalty and trust.

7. Playing God

When a person behaves as if they are all‐powerful and tries to control/ make decisions for others.

C ii. Non‐fiction
A short piece of writing on a particular
subject.

D. Alternatives for viewpoint
E. Alternatives for ‘draws attention to’
Attitude, belief, feelings, opinion, outlook, point of view, position, stance, thought(s),
Accentuates, highlights, maintains, reinforces, reiterates, repeats, strengthens,
view
supports, underlines
F. Alternatives for ‘shows’
G. Alternatives for contrasts
Communicates, conveys, creates, demonstrates, depicts, establishes, explores,
Juxtaposes, shifts, conflicts with, contradicts, subverts, goes against, opposes
illustrates, implies, indicates, introduces, represents, reveals, signifies, suggests,
symbolises
H. Discourse markers
1. To add information
2. To sequence events
3. To show similarities
4. To emphasise
too, also, and, moreover, furthermore, as
well as
5. To illustrate
for example, including, such as, according
to, for instance

firstly, secondly, next, after, before,
meanwhile
6. To contrast
however, whereas, on the other hand,
conversely, alternatively, otherwise

likewise, also, similarly, equally, in the
same way
7. To show cause and effect
because, therefore, hence, as a result,
consequently

clearly, especially, particularly,
essentially, above all, in particular
8. To conclude
in summary, overall, finally, to sum up, in
conclusion

1) Les métiers
Avocat
Comptable
Directeur/trice
Médecin généraliste
Professeur
Vétérinaire
Infirmier/e
Ingénieur
Chanteur/euse
Pilote
Instituteur/rice
Maçon
2) Les lieux de travail
Au bureau
Un chantier
Au laboratoire
Au cours de justice
Au cabinet
A l’usine
Que –fais‐tu comme travail ?
Je travaille comme + job
3) Les opinions
Ça m’intéresse
C’est mon rêve
Ce serait ennuyeux
Ce serait bien
4) Le travail
aider les autres
diriger
garder
étudier
travailler
faire de la recherche
utiliser les medias
taper des lettres
faire les comptes
enseigner les élèves
vendre des produits
faire à manger
classer des fiches
prendre une pause
prendre le déjeuner
rentrer chez moi
bavarder
discuter
prendre le congé

Jobs
Lawyer
Accountant
Manager
Doctor ‐ GP
Teacher
Vet
Nurse
Engineer
Singer
Pilot
Primary school teacher
Builder
Work place
In an office
On a building site
In a lab
Courts of justice
In an office
In a factory
What do you work as?
I work as + job
Opinions
It interests me
It’s my dream
It would be boring
It woud be good
Work
help others
manage
look after
to study
to work
to do research
use media
type letters
to do the accounts
teach students
sell products
to make food
to file files
to take a break
to have lunch
to go home
to gossip
to discuss
to take holiday

5) Les verbes modaux
Je dois
Je veux
On veut
6) Le nègatif
Ne…pas
Ne…que
Ne…jamais
7) Quand?
Tôt
Tard
Le soir
Le matin
L’après‐midi
8) LE PASSÉ COMPOSÉ
Je suis
Tu es
Il est/elle est
+
Nous sommes
ils sont
9) LE PASSÉ COMPOSÉ
J’ai
Tu as
+
Il a/ elle a
Nous avons
Ils ont

Modal verbs
I must
I want
We want
The negative
Not
Only
Never
Time phrases
Early
Late
The evening
The morning
The afternoon
THE PAST TENSE ‐ETRE VERBS
Tombé (fell)
Allé (went)
Sorti (went out)
Resté (stayed)

10) L’imparfait
I used to be/was
It used to be /was
There was
I used to have
I used to be/was
It used to be /was

THE PAST TENSE – AVOIR VERBS
Mangé (eaten)
Joué (played)
Fait (did)
Lu (read)
Vu (saw)
Bu (drank)
The imperfect tense (used to)
J’étais
C’était
Il y avait
J’avais
J’étais
C’était

11 L’endroit
à la campagne
en ville
en banlieue
à la montagne
au quartier
au centre
12) Les mots de quantité
un peu
assez
beaucoup de
trop
très

Location
in the countryside
in town
in the suburbs
in the mountains
in the area
in the centre
Quantifiers
a little
quite
a lot of
too much
very

13) Les prépositions
près de
à côté de
au‐dessus de
au‐dessous de
loin de
au derrière de
en face de
devant

Propositions
near to
next to
above
below
far from
behind
facing
in front of

14) Les meubles et la maison
la salle de bains
le salon
la salle à manger
le cave
le grenier
le couloir
la cuisine
le jardin
la chambre
la douche
Dans ma chambre, il y a
l’armoire
le lit
un bureau
la bibliothèque
une étagère
la commode
le lavabo
le bain
les fenêtres
les rideaux
le tapis
la chaise
le fauteuil
le frigo
la cuisinière
la microonde

House and furniture
the bathroom
the living room
the dining room
the basement
the attic
the corridor
the kitchen
the garden
the bedroom
the shower
In my room there is
the wardrobe
the bed
a desk
bookshelves
shelves
chest of drawers
the sink
the bath
the windows
the curtains
the carpet
the chair
the sofa
the fridge
the cooker
the microwave

15) Les adjectifs
de luxe
confortable
à la mode
sombre
lumieux/euse
spacieuse/eux
petit

Adjectives (for home)
luxurious
comfortable
fashionable
dark
light
spacious
small

Climate Change

Effects

Management

A. Changes in climate

E. Effects on people

G. Strategies to resolve Climate Change

The process of the Earth’s
climate changing over
time.

Glacial periods

Cold periods

Inter‐glacial
periods

Warm periods

B. Measuring Climate Change
Ice Cores

Information frozen in ice
(e.g. air bubbles)

Tree rings

Thick rings = growing fast

Historical evidence

Paintings, diaries, letters

C. Natural Climate Change

Solar
Variation

Tropical storms

Increase in frequency and
intensity = more damage

Sea‐level rise

= increased risk of floods

Energy‐saving light bulbs

Melting Arctic
Ice

Affects trading routes in
Arctic Circle

More efficient transport

More
droughts/
floods

Increased health risks for
vulnerable groups (old,
young, poor)

Cost of
defence

Governments have to spend
more money on against
disasters instead of developing

Environmental
Refugees

Pressure on countries to
accept refugees

F. Effects on the environment

Global Action

Kyoto Agreement 1997
Copenhagen Summit 2009
Paris Agreement 2015

H. Strategies to resolve Climate Change

Mitigation

Melting glaciers
(ice rivers)

Will send more fresh
water into sea, raising
sea level and changing
circulation patterns

Trying to stop climate
change from happening by
reducing greenhouse gases

Examples
(x3)

* Carbon tax credits
* Global agreements
* Swapping energy sources

Melting Arctic Ice

No effect on sea level

More droughts

More energy required = more
fossil fuels burnt = more CO2

Energy policy – renewable

= migration/death of
species which can’t
survive drought
conditions

= damages soil fertility,
causing plants to die

Energy

Transport policies –
banning diesel cars (2040)

*Building flood defences
*Growing new crops to suit
new climate
*Spend more educating
local people about disasters

Saltwater getting
into soil

Rice paddies = methane (CH4)
Cattle farms = methane (CH4)

Recycling policies – 5p bag

Examples
(x3)

The sun sometimes gives out
more energy = hotter

Food

National Action

Locally‐sourced food (save
on air miles)

Adapting to life with climate
change to make it easier

Sea level rise

More cars = more CO2 = the
enhanced greenhouse effect

Local Action

Adaptation

Ash from volcanic eruptions
can block sunlight, making it
colder.

D. Human‐induced Climate Change
Transport

Cycle 1

Causes

Climate change

Volcanic
Eruptions

Year 9 Geography

= coral bleaching and
destruction of marine
ecosystems

History Cycle 3 – Nazi Germany
Hitler’s consolidation of power 1933 –1934
1.
Chancellor

* January 1933
* Hindenburg made Hitler chancellor
* Hitler presented himself as the only leader to
solve Germany’s problems

2.
Reichstag
Fire

* February 1933
*Van der Lubbe (a communist) is blamed
*Uses this to pass ‘the Act for the protection of
the people and the state’

3.
The Enabling
Act

* March 1933
* Hitler used intimidation to get the act passed
* Gave the Nazis four years of unlimited power

4. The Night
of the Long
Knives

* June 1934
* Hitler used the SS to murder of Rohm and
other officers in the SA
* He placed control of the SA under the SS

5.
Hindenburg’s
death

* August 1934
* President Hindenburg dies
* No one to limit Hitler’s power
* Hitler declares himself as Fuhrer of Germany

The steps to war 1933‐1939
9. Rearmament

*Announced 1935
*Involved Hitler building up the army again
*Went against the treaty of Versailles
*Hitler was appeased

10. Reoccupation
of the Rhineland

*Began 1936
*Hitler marched into de‐militarized zone
*This was banned in the treaty of Versailles
*Hitler was appeased

11. Union with
Austria

* 1938
*Hitler ordered Nazi troops into Austria to unite them
*Hitler was appeased

12. Invasion of
Czechoslovakia

* 1938
*Chamberlain (British prime minister) allowed Hitler to
have the Sudetenland (part of Czechoslovakia)
*Hitler promised he would not invade the rest of
Czechoslovakia ‐ he did
*Chamberlain would declare war if Hitler invaded
Poland too

13.
Poland

Changing life in Nazi Germany 1933 – 1939

*1939
*Hitler made Nazi‐Soviet Pact with Russia – was agreed
it would be divided between them
*Hitler invaded Poland
*Britain and France declared war on Germany

The Holocaust 1939‐1945
18. Anti‐
Semitism

*Hatred of Jews
*Common in medieval period
*This has led to stereotyping

19.
Nuremberg
Laws

*Announced 1935
*Laws excluded German Jews from
German citizenship
*Jews could no longer marry people
with German blood
*Ownership of Jewish businesses were
taken over by non‐Jews
*Jews were excluded from some public
places

20.
Kristallnacht

*Night of Broken glass, Nov 1938
*Jewish businesses, shops and
synagogues attacked by SA
*91 Jews murdered during attacks

21. Ghettos

*Segregation (separation) of Jews into
small sections of towns (ghettos)
*Jews were not allowed out
*76,000 Jews died in the Warsaw
ghetto before 1942

22.
Einsatzgruppen

Persecution of the Jews 1933 – 1939
6.
Women

* Focus on domestic roles
* The ‘three Ks’ – Kitchen, Church and Children
* Encouragement to have children

7.
Young people

*Hitler Youth established 1922 for boys
*It became compulsory in 1936
*Boys would wear uniforms and complete
military activities including marching and map
reading
*Lead of German Maidens established 1930
*Girls were prepared for their roles as mothers

8.
Police state

*SA 1920– Hitler’s original paramilitary group
who helped Hitler rise to power in the 1920s
* SA Leader, Ernst Rohm was killed in 1934
*SS 1925 – later paramilitary group who
protected Hitler by detecting enemies of the
state
*SS ran concentration and extermination camps
*Gestapo 1933 – Nazi secret police
*Propaganda and censorship also used

14.
The SA boycott

15.
The Nuremburg
Laws

16.
Olympic games

* 1933 onwards
* Jewish businesses and shops were boycotted (avoided)
* The SA intimidated people who tried to use Jewish
businesses
* 1934
* Laws to persecute Jews
* Jews no longer citizens of Germany
* Jews could no longer vote and were banned public
places
* 1936
* Germany hosted the Olympic games
* During this time the persecution of Jews was paused
due to international visitors in Germany

23.
Concentration
camps

*Set up in 1933 after Hitler became
Chancellor
*Set up as prison camps to torture
enemies of the Nazi state

24.
Extermination
camps

*Established 1942 onwards
*Places where Jews were taken to be
shot or gassed during the Holocaust

Other Genocides ‐20th Century
25. Genocide

26. Cambodian

genocide

17. Kristallnacht

* 1938
* 100 Jews were killed and 20,000 sent to concentration
camps
* 7,000 Jewish businesses and synagogues were
destroyed

*SS death squads
*Involved the mass killing of Jews
*1.3 million Jews were killed by the
Einsatzgruppen

27. Rwandan

genocide

*Deliberate killing of a large group of
people from particular nation or ethnic
group
*1975‐1979
*Deliberate killing by the Khmer Rouge
regime
*Between 1.5 and 3 million killed
*Civil War in Rwanda 1990 between
Tutsi and Hutus
*Mass killing of 800,000 Tutsis

Maths Cycle 1 Year 9

1.
Equation
of line

Horizontal/
vertical/
diagonal?

Sketch

x=?

Vertical

Example

HM: 205

2. Types of Number

HM: 99, 100, 28, 263

Square numbers (first 10)

1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100

Cube numbers (first 10)

1, 8, 27, 64, 125, 216, 343, 512, 729, 1000

Prime numbers (first 10)

2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29

Fibonacci sequence (first 10)

0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34

3. Standard form
y=?

y=x

Horizontal

Example

HM: 122, 123

Standard form

a x 10n

a

Between 1 and 10

n

An integer (whole number)

n is positive

Number is larger than 1

n is negative

Number is smaller than 1

Diagonal

4. Coordinates and linear graphs

y = ‐x

Diagonal

HM: 200, 201, 214

Formula for midpoint of (x1, y1) and (x2, y2)

(

Equation of a line

y = mx + c

m

gradient

c

y‐intercept

Formula for gradient of line joining (x1, y1) and (x2, y2)
Parallel lines…

,

2

1

2

1

…have the same gradient

Year 9 Music – Knowledge Organiser Cycle 1
1. Notation and theory keywords
1
2

Notation
Treble clef

Written music
A symbol used in music to represent mid
and high pitched notes

2. Cycle One Keywords
1

Ensemble

A musical group

2

Count‐in

A way of ensuring your ensemble starts at the same
time

3

Drum kit

A collection of drums and cymbals, played by one
drummer

3

Time signature

A symbol that states how musical beats
are grouped

4

Drum beat

Any repeated musical phrase played on a drum kid

4

Crotchet

A note lasting one beat

5

Bass guitar

A low‐pitched, stringed instrument

6

Bass line

The lowest pitched part played in a piece of music

7

Electric guitar

A mid to high pitched stringed instrument

8

Ostinato/Riff

A short, catchy, repeated phrase

9

Syncopation

A jumpy, off‐beat rhythm

5

Crotchet rest

A rest lasting one beat

6

Quaver

A note lasting for half a beat

7

Semi‐quaver

A note lasting for a quarter of a beat

8

Bar line

A vertical line that divides groups of beats

9

Double bar
line

10 Sharp

11 Flat

Two vertical and parallel lines, written at
the end of a piece of music
A black note played to the right of the
naming note
A black note played to the left of the
naming note

10 Lyrics

The words in a song

11 Chord

More than one note played at the same time

12 Arpeggio

Notes of a chord played separately

13 Texture

The words used to describe the way layers of music
relate to each other

14 Homophonic

A texture that consists of different notes all played at
the same time

15 Accent

A stronger attack placed on a note, or a series of notes

Year 9 Dance 100% Knowledge Organiser
Breaking

Locking & Popping

Breaking was created in the South Bronx, New York City during the
early 1970s. Breaking includes four foundational dances:
• Top rock ‐ footwork steps performed while standing up
• Down rock ‐footwork with both hands and feet on the floor
• Freeze ‐ stylish poses done on your hands
• Power moves ‐ complex and impressive acrobatic moves

‘Locking’ is based on the concept of locking movements, which
means to freeze in a certain position, hold that position and
continue on the same speed as before.
‘Popping’ is based on the technique of quickly contracting and
relaxing muscles to cause a jerk in the dancer's body, referred to
as a pop or a hit.
Other Hip Hop Styles

•
•

Street ‐ incorporates dance moves from all over the world
Tutting ‐ mimics the angular poses common to ancient
Egyptian art

•
•

Stepping ‐ form of percussive dance in which the
participant's entire body is used as an instrument
Old School – the earliest form of Hip Hop

RADS
Relationships
Actions
Dynamics
Space

Relationships

Who the body is moving with and how they interact

Unison

Two or more dancers performing the same movements at the same time

What a dancer does e.g. turning, elevation, transference of weight, balancing,
gesturing and travelling

Canon

When the same movements overlap in time

Contact

When dancers support, touch and lift one another

The qualities of movement in the body, such as speed, strength and flow
The “where” of movements such as levels, directions, pathways and formations
Strands of Dance

Perform

The presentation of dance to an audience

Choreograph

The art of creating dance

Critical
Appreciation

Recognising and understanding the qualities of dance such as; lighting,
costume, set, accompaniment, choreography and stimulus

Rehearsal

The act of refining performance and choreography, using systematic
repetition, commitment, team work, planning and discipline
Technical, Expressive and Mental Skills

Coordination

The efficient use of body parts

Extension

Lengthening and stretching or muscles or limbs

Accuracy

Correctly and precisely performing movement

Facial Expressions

Call and Response
Motif
Motif Development

The act of focusing your attention with power

Commitment

The quality applied to movements

A movement sequence that sum ups an idea
Changing, editing and evolving a movement sequence
Space

Formations

Shapes or patterns created in space by dancers

Levels

Distance from the ground: low, medium or high

Directions

The facing of a movement

Pathways

Designs traced in space (on the floor or in the air)

Spatial Awareness

Consciousness of the surrounding space and its effective use
Dynamics

Energy

how the movement happens

Timing

The use of time or counts when matching movements to sound and/or
other dancers.

Speed

The rate at which movements happen

The use of the face to show mood, feeling or character

Concentration

Dancers have a conversation through movement, back and forth like
normal dialogue

Year 9 Athletics Knowledge Organiser
Track events
1

Sprinting

100m, 110 metre hurdles, 200m, 400m, 400m hurdles

2

Middle distance

800m, 1500m

3

Long distance

3,000m steeple chase, 5000m, 10,0000m

4

Relay

4 x 100 metres and 4 x 400 metres

Field events
Event

Teaching points

1

Shot
Putt

‐ Stand side on
‐ Make sure you have a ‘Dirty neck/fingers, clean palm’
‐ Chin, Knee, Toe are all in line
‐ Aiming at a 45 degree angle
‐ Moving from low to high when releasing the shot
‐ Keep your elbow high

2

Javelin

‐ Stand side on
‐ Arm is extended full behind you
‐ The tip of the javelin in your line of vision
‐ Back leg bent, with your weight on this leg
‐ Elbow comes through first
‐ Forearm is extended
‐ Release just above head height

3

High
jump
(Fosbury
Flop)

‐ Drive knee upwards on leg closest to the bar
‐ Rotate hips so your back is towards the bar
‐ Reach arm closest to the bar upwards
‐ Arch back and bring legs together
‐ Bend knees and lift feet over the bar
‐ Tuck chin in to chest and land on back

4

Long
jump

‐ One footed take off
‐ Keep looking ahead, not at the take off board
‐ Rotate your body, while in the air, to a ‘banana’ shape
(known as the hang technique)
‐ Arms should be above your head
‐ Legs hanging down
‐ Bend knees when landing to soften the impact

5

Discuss

This type of event uses a ‘slinging’ technique
‐ Grip the edge of the discuss with the pads of your
fingers, thumb resting against the side
‐ Strongest hand on top, fingers spread
‐ Weaker hand underneath for support
‐ Stand side on
‐ Bend your knees
‐ Swing your arm right back, rotating your body from
low to high
‐ Transfer your weight from your back foot to front foot

Running technique
1

Sprinting

‐ Driving your arms, with your fingers pointed
‐ Driving your knees high
‐ Head up, looking down the track

2

Middle
distance

‐ Judging the pace of the race
‐ Saving enough energy for a sprint finish at the end

3

Sprint
start

‘On your marks’
‐ Rear knee should be in line with your front foot
‐ Form a ‘V’ behind the line with your hands
‐ Arms shoulder width apart, slightly ahead of hands
‘Get set’
‐ Raise hips higher than shoulders
‐ Lift legs at the knees
‐ Body weight on hands and feet equally

4

Relay

‐ Facing forward, with your hand out ready
‐ Use a command word so that the next runner starts moving
‐ ‘upsweep’ / ‘down sweep’ motion to receive the baton
‐ ‘left to right’ or ‘right to left’ exchanging of baton
Track disqualifications

1

False start

Moving before the starter has started the race

2

Lanes

You must not run outside of your lane at any time

3

Dropping
the baton

During a rely race, you must not drop the baton

Visual Guidance

Year 9 Health & Fitness Knowledge Organiser
Three Phases of a Warm Up
What

Why

Principles of Training
1

F.I.T.T

•
•
•
•

Frequency – how often you train
Intensity – how hard you train
Time – how long you train for
Type – what training method you use

1

Pulse Raiser

•
•
•

Safely raise heart rate up to appropriate beats per minute (BPM)
To deliver oxygen to working muscles
To help prevent injury

2

Dynamic & Static
Stretching

•
•
•

To help increase the range of movement at a joint
Increase muscle elasticity
Increase muscle temperature

2

Progressive Overload

Making training steadily harder, to gradually improves fitness

3

Individual Needs

Matching the training to the requirements of the individual person

•

Movement memory for the specific sport you are about to play

4

Specificity

Matching the training to the particular requirements of an activity

5

Overtraining

Training too much, which can lead to injury and prevent improvement

6

Reversibility

Any improvements or changes that take place will be reversed when
you stop training

3

Sport Specific
Skill

Components of Fitness
1

Cardiovascular
Fitness

The ability to exercise the body for long periods of time, without
getting tired

2

Muscular
Strength

The amount of force a muscle can generate when it contracts to
overcome resistance.

3

Agility

A measure of how quickly you can change the position of your body,
while keeping your body under control.

1

Balanced Diet

•

Eating the right foods, in the right amounts

Macro & micronutrients

4

Muscular
Endurance

The ability to use voluntary muscles repeatedly, without getting tired

2

Macronutrients

•

Carbohydrates
Fats, Protein

•

Nutrients we need to have in our diet in
large quantities
Needed for energy, growth and repair

5

Speed

How quickly a movement can be performed or a distance can be
covered

Examples

Carbohydrates

•

Provides us with energy

Pasta, bread, rice,
potatoes

4

Fats

•
•

Provides us with energy
Should be eaten in moderation

Butter, oil, cookies

5

Protein

•

For growth and repair of our muscles

Chicken, fish, eggs, nuts

6

Micronutrients

•

Nutrients that we should have in our diet in
small quantities

Vitamins and minerals,
fibre

7

•

Helps with immune system

Fruit, vegetables

A person’s physical, social and mental well‐being. Health is not simply
being free of illness or injury

Vitamins and
Minerals

8

Fibre

•

Aids the digestive system

Cereal, vegetables

9

Water

•

Keeps the body hydrated

Most liquids, celery

Flexibility

A range of movement possible at a joint

7

Balance

The ability to maintain centre of mass over a base of support

8

Coordination

The ability to use two or more body parts at the same time

9

Power

Strength X Speed

10

Reaction Time

The time it takes to respond to a stimulus

Physical Activity & Sport
Health

Key word

3

6

1

Diet

2

Fitness

The ability to meet the demands of the environment

3

Performance

How well a task is completed

Year 9 Handball Knowledge Organiser
Rules

Regulations

1

Dribble Fault

When you bounce the ball, then catch with both hands, and then bounce again

1

Players

2

Walking

If a handball player takes more than three steps without dribbling or holds the
ball for more than 3 seconds without bouncing, shooting or passing

Teams consist of six court players and one
goalkeeper, with seven substitutes

2

Time periods

Two 30‐minute halves with a 10‐minute break in
between

3

Referees

Two referees lead the match

4

Time outs

Two 2‐minute time‐outs are allowed in the game

3

Six metre line

No handball player (other than the goalkeeper) is allowed in the goal area

4

Kicking

Handball players (other than the goalkeeper)must not kick the ball

5

Free throw

Awarded when a foul occurs. All defenders must stay three metres away

6

Handball fouls

No tripping, pushing, hitting, charging or holding is allowed

7

Goal‐throw

This occurs when the ball comes off a goalkeeper and crosses the goal line.

8

Corner

Is taken by the attacking side when a defender has knocked the ball over the
goal line (other than in the goal)

9

Centre

When a team scores, the other team starts from the centre line

Court lines

Skills
1

Dribbling

‐ You may take three consecutive steps
‐ Then you must bounce the ball
‐ Look up so you are able to see where everyone is

2

Chest Pass

‐ Start with the ball at your chest
‐ Push out from your chest
‐ Player receives the ball at their chest

3

Overhead Pass

‐ Can be performed using one or two hands
‐ Performed above the head
‐ The further behind your head you start, the more power generated
‐ Used to pass the ball a long distance or over players

Goalkeeper

Is allowed in the area and can also act as a court player

Centre back

‐ Start with the ball at your chest
‐ Push the ball down towards the floor
‐ One bounce, where the player receives it in their chest
‐ Performed to get under or around players

Occupies the middle of the court. Spearheads the attacks
and shots

Left and right back

Stands to the right or left of the centre back to form a
defensive wall

Left and right wing

Stand on the far side of the court covering the wing

Pivot

Referred to as the ‘line player’ and plays most of the game
along the 6‐metre line

4

5

Bounce Pass

Running Jump
shot

‐ Take off with one or two feet
‐ Hold the ball with one hand
‐ Lean forward when releasing the ball to generate power
‐ Try to aim for a corner or area that is not covered by the goalkeeper

Player positions

Year 9 Table Tennis Knowledge Organiser
Rules

Skills

1

Hand on
the table

‐ You are not allowed to place your hand on the table at
anytime
‐ A point is awarded to the other player if this happens

1

Grip

‐
‐
‐

The ‘V’ or crease of your hand in line with the edge of the bat
Little to no gap between the top of the handle and your hand
Index finger placed on the backhand rubber surface

2

Volley

Hitting the ball before it bounces on your side of the table

2

3

Two serves

You receive two serves each during the game

Stance/
Ready
position

4

Deuce

‐ When the score is 10‐10.
‐ Each player will now get one serve each
‐ You must win by two clear points

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Feet should be shoulder width apart
Knees should always be slightly bent
Your body should be square to the table and crouched
Arms should be out in front of your body
You should be standing just off of the centre line, to the backhand
side of the table

5

Doubles

A doubles pair must strike the ball alternately

3

6

In Play

Rules state that the lines of the table are ‘in play’ but the flat
side of the table is not

Push shot
(forehand
and
backhand)

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Keep your wrist straight
Have a small gap between your elbow and hip
Arm moves forward, to meet the ball
Movement comes predominantly from the elbow and forearm
Follow through forwards, finishing where you have hit the ball
Get back into the ready position

4

Drive shot

‐

Serving Rules
1

Open palm

The server must start with the ball showing in an open palm

2

Six inches

The ball must be thrown six inches in the air before hitting it

3

Behind the
table

You must perform your serve behind the table line
It must also be thrown above the table

4

Bounces

The ball must bounce on your side once and then your
opponents side for the serve to be legal

5

Let

A let is called if:
‐ An otherwise good serve touches the net
‐ The receiver isn’t ready (and doesn’t try to hit the ball)
‐ If play is disturbed by something outside of the players
control
A second serve will be taken by the server

If right handed, the right foot should be slightly further back than the
left
The Backswing
‐ Rotate body from your hips
‐ Weight shifts onto the back foot
‐ The body is moving the arm, not the other way round
The Strike
‐ Hips and shoulders rotate round
‐ Arm moves from a low to high position
‐ Weight transfers to front foot
‐ Make contact with the ball out in front of you, at peak of the bounce
The Finish
‐ Follow through, forward and upwards with your arm
Regulations

6

Net

If the server hits the net and the ball does not go over, the
opponent is awarded a point

1

Players

Singles – two players
Doubles – two players on each side of the table

7

Doubles
serving

You must serve diagonally in a doubles game

2

Points

One point is awarded per play
The game is first to 11 points

3

Games

Table tennis is played the best of three, four or five games in total
You should swap sides after each game

Trampolining Knowledge Organiser
Simple jumps
A trampoline sequence may include simple jumps in the following positions:
1 Straight

A vertical jump with arms held straight, together and above the head on take‐off.

2 Pike

Begin from a straight jump start, the legs are lifted up and in front, keeping them
together and straight. This is done whilst reaching for the toes.

3 Tuck

Begin from a straight jump start, the knees are tucked up to the chest and the hands
must grasp the legs between the knees and ankle.

4 Straddle

It is similar to the pike jump except that the legs are spread sideways approximately
90° apart and the arms reach forward towards the toes.

2

3

4

Facts & rules in competition
1

Trampolining is both a recreational and a competitive sport

2

Gymnasts bounce on the spring bed performing various acrobatic skills and routines

3

A trampoline consists of a metal frame that supports the spring bed

4

The trampoline bed is constructed of nylon or string material

5

The material and construction creates a tension that stabilises within one second of contact

6

Each trampoline competition requires the competitor to complete a set compositional routine
that must contain acknowledged skills.

7

At the end of the routine the participant must remain upright for at least three seconds with
both feet in contact with the surface.

Christianity‐ Beliefs & Teachings
Section 1: Key Concepts
Omnibenevolent

The state of being all‐loving
and infinitely good – a
characteristic often
attributed to God.

Omnipotent

The all‐powerful, almighty
and unlimited nature of God.

Trinity

The three persons of God:
God the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit.

Incarnation

God becoming human in the
form of Jesus.

Atonement

Nature of
God

Sacraments

Evangelism

Omnibenevolent

Omnipotent

Evil and
suffering

Inconsistent Triad

Theodicies

The belief that Jesus’ death
on the cross healed the rift
between humans and God.

Creation
Resurrection

The belief that Jesus rose
from the dead on Easter
Sunday, conquering death.

An outward sign of an
invisible and inward blessing
by God, for example baptism,
Eucharist.

Preaching of the gospel to
others with the intention of
converting others to the
Christian faith.

Section 3:
Life after death

Section 2: Key beliefs and Key Evidence

Conservative ‐ Literal
interpretation of the Bible
account (word for word
truth).

 “For God so loved the world that he gave his one
and only Son”
 “Nothing will separate us from the love of God”

Resurrection

 God created the universe ex nihilo (out of nothing)
which demonstrated his unlimited power.
 God used his omnipotence and sent 10 plagues to
the Egyptians to prove he was most powerful. He
split the Red Sea for Moses which also
demonstrates His power

 “The body is sown perishable, but
raised imperishable”.
 “I am the resurrection and the life.
The one who believes in me will,
even though they die; and whoever
lives by me will never die”.

Epicurus ‐ If God can’t stop evil then he can’t be
omnipotent. If he is able to stop evil, but chooses not
to, he can’t be omnibenevolent. This lead Epicurus to
question why people believed in this God.
Original Sin ‐ The Fall ‐ Free Will ‐ the story of Adam and
Eve disobeying God.
Test of faith ‐ the story of Job in the Bible.
Soul making theodicy ‐ suffering shapes us into better
people.

Judgement

Liberal ‐ Read the Bible account as a symbolic story.
Day might represent 24 million years for each stage.

 “I am the resurrection and the life.
The one who believes in me will,
even though they die; and whoever
lives by me will never die”
 “My father’s house has many
rooms”

 “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth” and “God said “Let there
be light” and there was light”

Trinity/
Incarnation

 “I and the Father are One”
 “Jesus answered ‘I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the
Father except through me’”
 “He will be great, and will be called the Son of the Most High”
 “The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us”

Crucifixion

 “To give my life as a ransom for many.” ‐ “Father forgive them, for they do not
know what they do.”
 In the New Testament, Jesus is called the ‘Lamb of God.’ ‐ “For God so loved the
world that he gave his one and only Son”

Resurrectio
n

 “I am the resurrection and the life, those who believe in me will live even after they
dies”.
 Jesus said during the Last Supper: "This is my body, which is for you; do this in
remembrance of me."
Hick

Salvation

Ultimately all humans
will be saved because
the concept of hell is
incompatible with the
goodness of God’.

Jacobus
Christ’s sacrifice has made
salvation possible for those
who repent and follow Jesus.

Calvin
God has predestined
some of his creation to
hell.

Heaven &
hell

Purgatory ‐ Catholic view – waiting
room for heaven.
You are cleansed and made pure
before going to heaven.
Catholics pray for the souls in heaven.

Plant cell:

Science: Plants
1

Nucleus

Contains DNA which controls the cell’s activities

2

Cell
Membrane

Controls the movement of substances in and out
of the cell

3

Cytoplasm

Where most of the chemical reactions happen

4

Cell Wall

Strengthens the cell and supports the plant

5

Chlorophyll

Green pigment found in chloroplasts in leaves. It
traps light energy required for photosynthesis

6

Chloroplast

Absorb light energy for photosynthesis (contains
chlorophyll)

7

Vacuole

Filled with cell sap to help keep the cell turgid to
provide support

8

Objective lens

Magnifies the image of the specimen. We always
start with the lowest power objective lens when
looking at a specimen.

9

Eyepiece lens

10

11

Course/fine
focus wheels

Used to focus the specimen so it can be seen
clearly

Photosynthesis

A process in plants that uses energy to change
carbon dioxide and water into glucose and oxygen

Photosynthesis
equation

Carbon dioxide + Water  Glucose + Oxygen

13

Scientific
question

A question we can answer using an experiment –
e.g. “how does light intensity affect the number
of bubbles produced by a pondweed in 1
minute”?

Independent
variable

Dependent
variable

The factor a scientist measures or counts
because they are investigating how it has
been affected – e.g. number of bubbles.

16

Control
variable

The factor a scientist keeps the same
because it could affect the dependent
variable – e.g. type of plant, length of tim.

Investigating photosynthesis:
17

Effect of light
intensity

Increasing light intensity increases the rate
of photosynthesis – until another factor
limits the rate.

18

Effect of
carbon
dioxide
concentration

Increasing carbon dioxide concentration
increases the rate of photosynthesis – until
another factor limits the rate.

19

Effect of
temperature

Increasing temperature increases the rate
of photosynthesis. However, above a
certain temperature, the rate may
decrease, as enzymes are denatured.

20

Waxy cuticle

An adaptation of the leaf. It makes the leaf
waterproof to prevent water loss

21

Palisade layer

A layer of cells in the leaf. These cells are
packed with chloroplasts to trap sunlight

22

Spongy layer

A layer of cells in the leaf. There are air
spaces to allow gas movement

23

Broad and flat

An adaptation of the leaf. Provides a large
surface area for light to be absorbed and a
short distance for gas to diffuse.

24

Stomata

Small pores in the lower epidermis that
open and close to allow gases in and out

25

Guard cells

Control the opening of the stomata. Closed
at night to prevent water loss.

Magnifies the image of the specimen

12

14

15

The factor a scientist changes because they are
investigating its effect – e.g. light intensity

The effect of light intensity on
photosynthesis:

Tissues in the leaf:

Longitudinal waves:

Science: Waves
1

Waves

Transfer energy without transferring
particles.

2

Longitudinal
Wave

A wave in which the vibrations are left and
right and in the same direction as the energy
is travelling.

3

Sound wave

An example of a longitudinal wave, which is
caused by the vibration of air particles.

4

Transverse
Wave

5

Light wave

A wave in which the vibrations are up and
down and at right angle to the direction of
energy travel.
An example of a transverse wave. Produced
by luminous objects. Does not need particles
to travel, so can travel through space.

6

Amplitude

The maximum displacement of the wave.

7

Wavelength

The distance between the same point on 2
adjacent waves.

8

Frequency

The number of waves passing a certain point
each second. Measured in Hertz (Hz)

9

Speed
equation

Speed (m/s) = Distance (m)
Time (s)

10

Wave speed
equation

Wave speed = frequency X wavelength
(m/s)
(Hz)
(m)

Electro
magnetic
spectrum

 A group of transverse waves made by the
vibration of electric and magnetic fields.
 Order = RMIVUXG
 [Lowest frequency] Radio – Microwave –
Infrared – Visible light – Ultraviolet – X
ray – Gamma [Highest frequency]

11

12

13

Uses of EM
waves
continued

 Visible light = Vision and communication
(e.g. fibre optic cables)
 Ultraviolet = Security marking, sun tans
 X ray = Medical imaging
 Gamma = Killing cancer cells and bacteria

15

Theory

An set of ideas that explains something

16

Evidence

Data/observations used to support a theory

17

Absorbtion

When a wave is absorbed by a material, the
material’s internal energy stores increase.

18

Reflection

 When a wave hits a surface and is sent back
 Angle of incidence = angle of reflection

19

Refraction

When a wave enters a new material, it changes
speed. This causes it to change direction, which
is known as refraction.

20

Superposition

When two waves meet they affect each other.

21

Constructive
interference

When two waves meet in step and add together.
They produce a wave with a greater amplitude

22

Destructive
interference

When two waves meet out of step and cancel
each other out.

23

Infrasound

Sounds waves with a frequency below 20 Hz

24

Ultrasound

Sound waves with a frequency above 20, 000 Hz

25

Uses of
ultrasound

 Pregnancy scans
 Cleaning jewellery
 Detecting cracks in pipes

14

26

Pinna

Part of the ear on the outside that collects sound

27

Ear drum

Sound waves travel through the ear canal into
the ear drum, which vibrates.

Properties of
EM waves

 High frequency = Low wavelength
 High frequency = High energy
 High energy = Dangerous

28

Cochlea

Uses of EM
waves

 Radio waves = Communication
 Microwaves = Cooking food
 Infrared = Heating

This contains tiny hairs that vibrate at the same
time as bones in the ear, generating electrical
signals.

29

Auditory nerve

Transmits electrical impulses from the cochlea to
your brain.

Transverse waves:

Features of a wave:

Reflection:

The ear:

1) La comida
El azúcar
El pan
El pescado

Food
Sugar
Bread
Fish

5) ¿Qué te duele?

What hurts?

8) ¿Qué hay dónde vives?

What is there where you live?

Me duele
El brazo

It hurts
Arm

El estómago

Stomach

EL pie

Foot

La boca

Mouth

La espalda

Back

La garganta

Throat

La mano

Hand

Donde se puede
Hacer deporte
Ver un partido
Hacer ejercicio
Encontrar amigos
Ver exposiciones
Ir de excursion
Probar comida
Descansar

Where you can
To do sport
To watch a match
To do exercise
To meet friends
To watch exhibitions
To go on a trip
To try food
To rest

La carne
La leche
Los caramelos
Los pasteles
Las galletas
Las verduras

Es sano/malsano

Meat
Milk
Sweets
Cakes
Biscuits
Vegetables
It contains protein/fat/fibre
It’s tasty
It’s nutritional
It’s good/bad for your health
It’s health/unhealthy

La nariz

Nose

La pierna

Leg

La rodilla

Knee

Los dedos

Fingers

Daily routine

Los oídos / orejas

Ears

Me despierto (despertarse)
Me levanto (levantarse)
Me ducho (ducharse)
Me lavo los dientes
Me peino (peinarse)
Me visto (vestirse)

I wake up
I get up
I shower
I brush my teeth
I comb my hair
I get dressed

Los ojos

Eyes

Desde hace
Una hora

For… (a period of time)
An hour

Un día

A day

6) Los síntomas

Symptoms

3) La vida sana

Healthy living

Estoy enfermo

I’m ill

Para llevar una vida sana
(no) Se debe

In order to lead a healthy life
You must (not)

Estoy cansado
Tengo catarro

I’m tired
I have a cold

Dormir ocho horas

To sleep eight hours

Comer más fruta y verduras
Beber agua frecuentemente

To eat more fruit and vegetables

Tengo tos
Tengo fiebre

I have a cough
I have a fever

9) Describiendo una foto
En la foto hay
Se puede ver
Veo
Obervamos
Preposiciones
Al lado de
Detrás de
Delante de
Enfrente de
10) Un mundo mejor
Necesitamos
Es importante
Vamos a
Reciclar papel / botellas
Plantar árboles
Reducir el consume eléctrico
Apagar la luz
Malgastar agua
El medio ambiente
La basura
El vidrio
El ruido
El humo de las fábricas
La contaminación
11) Expresiones de secuencia
Primero
Luego
Después
Más tarde

Describing a photo
In the photo there is /there are
You can see
I see
We observe
Prepositions
Next to
Behind
In front of
Opposite
A better world
We need
It’s important
We are going to
To recycle paper / bottles
To plant trees
To reduce electricity consumption
To turn off the light
To waste water
The environment
Rubbish
Glass
Noise
The smoke from factories
Pollution
Sequencers
Firstly
Then
Afterwards
Later on

2) Mi rutina diaria

Contiene proteína/grasa/fibra

Es rico
Es nutritive
Es bueno/malo para la salud

Entrenar
Comer comida basura
Fumar
Beber muchos refrescos

To drink water frequently
To train
To eat junk food
To smoke
To drink soft drinks

Tengo gripe

I have flu

7) Describiendo mi ciudad
Ruidoso

Describing my city
Noisy

Concurrido

Busy

4) El pasado

The past tense

Antiguo

Old

Visité (visitar)
Caminé (caminar)

I visited (to visit)
I walked (to walk)

Viejo

Old

Sucio

Dirty

Vi (ver)
Jugué (jugar)

I watched (to watch)

Limpio

Clean

I played (to play)
I went (to go)
It was
I liked it
I had a wicked time

Pintoresco

Picturesque

Animado

Lively

Caro

Expensive

Barato

Cheap

Fui (ir)
Fue
(no) Me gustó
Lo pasé bomba

Biology Topic 1: Cells

Animal cell:
(Paper 1)
17

Electron
microscope

Higher magnification and resolution than a light
microscope, allowing you to see smaller organelles (e.g.
ribosomes).

18

Magnification
equation

Actual size = Image Size
Magnification

19

Cell cycle

 Cell growth
 Chromosomes copied
 Mitosis

20

Mitosis

A type of cell division that produces two genetically
identical daughter cells for the growth and repair of
tissues.

21

Cell
differentiation

When a cell becomes specialised

22

Stem cell

An undifferentiated cell. Two types:
 Embryonic – can become any cell type
 Adult – can become some cell types (e.g. bone
marrow stem cells

Take male DNA to the egg
 Tail to help it swim
 Lots of mitochondria for energy

23

Meristem

The part of a plant that contains stem cells. These cells
could be used to clone rare plant species or those with
features desirable to farmers.

Carry electrical impulses around the body
 Long to cover long distances
 Myelin sheath speeds up the impulses
 Branches to connect to other cells

24

Diffusion

Spreading out of particles from an area of higher
concentration to an area of lower concentration.

25

Osmosis

Muscle cells contract
 Long so have space to contract
 Lots of mitochondria for energy

The movement of water molecules across a partially
permeable membrane from a dilute to a more
concentrated solution.

26

Root hair cells absorb water and minerals
 Long hairs
 Big surface area for absorption

Active
Transport

Movement from a lower concentration to a higher
concentration, against the concentration gradient.
Requires energy.

27

Exchange
surface

A place adapted for the exchange of substances with the
blood – e.g. alveoli in the lungs, villi in the small intestine
and gills in fish

28

Features of
exchange
surfaces

Increase the rate of diffusion:
 Large surface area
 Thin walls – short diffusion distance
 Good blood supply

1

Eukaryotic

A complex cell with a nucleus (e.g. animal/plant cells)

2

Prokaryotic

A smaller cell without a nucleus (e.g. bacterial cell)

3

Nucleus

Contains DNA that controls the cell’s activities.

4

Cytoplasm

Where a cell’s chemical reactions happen.

5

Cell
membrane

Controls what goes into and out of a cell.

6

Ribosome

Part of a cell where proteins are made.

7

Mitochondria

Where aerobic respiration takes place.

8

Cell wall

Only found in plant cells. Made of cellulose and
supports the cell.

9

Vacuole

Only in plant cells. Contains cell sap.

10

Chloroplasts

Only in plant cells. Where photosynthesis takes place.

11

Plasmid

Only found in bacterial cells. A small loop of DNA.

12

Flagellum

Only found in bacterial cells. Used for swimming.

13

Sperm cells

14

Nerve cells

15

16

Muscle cells

Root hair cells

15

Phloem cells

Phloem cells transport sugars (plants)
 Long tube joined end to end

16

Xylem cells

Xylem cells transport water (plants)
 Long tubes joined end to end
 Hollow so water can flow through

Plant cell:

Making a microscope
slide:

Osmosis experiment:

Chemistry Topic 1: Atoms & Periodic Table (Paper 1)
1

Element

A substance in which all the atoms have the same atomic
number.

2

Atom

The smallest possible particle of an element. Has a
radius of 0.1nm (or 1x10‐10m).

3

Molecule

Two or more atoms bonded together

4

Compound

Two or more different atoms bonded together

5

Mixture

At least two different elements or compounds together.
Can be separated easily.

6

Nucleus

The centre of an atom, it contains protons and
neutrons. Radius of 1x10‐14m

17

Group

 A column in the periodic table.
 Group number = number of electrons in the atom’s
outer shell.
 Elements in the same group have similar properties.

18

Mendeleev

Invented the first periodic table, which had gaps for
undiscovered elements and was arranged according to
atoms’ mass (rather than the atomic number, which we
use today).

Plant cell:

19

Metal

 High melting and boiling points
 Good conductors of heat & electricity
 Malleable (can be hammered into shape)

Subatomic particles:

21

Alkali metals

 Group 1 = 1 electron in outer shell
 React with water to produce hydrogen gas and a
hydroxide
 Increasing reactivity down the group

22

Halogens

 Group 7 = 7 electrons in outer shell
 More reactive halogens will displace less reactive ones
 Decreasing reactivity down the group

7

Proton

Found in the nucleus, it has a charge of +1 and a relative
mass of 1.

8

Neutron

Found in the nucleus of an atom, it has a charge of 0
and a mass of 1

9

Electron

Found in the shells of an atom, it has a charge of ‐1 and
a negligible mass

23

Noble gases

Electron
shells
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Chromato
graphy

Used to separate a mixture of dyes in ink.

25

Filtration

Used to separate insoluble solids from liquids (e.g. sand
from water).

26

Evaporation

Used to separate a soluble salt from solution. Solution is
heated strongly in an evaporating basin until crystals are
left.

10

11

First shell contains maximum two electrons
Second shell contains maximum eight electrons
Third shell contains maximum eight electrons
First shell fills first, then second, then third

The number of protons in an atom.

Atomic
mass

The total of protons and neutrons in an atom.

Isotope

Two isotopes of the same element are atoms with the
same number of protons but different numbers of
neutrons.

27

Crystallisation

Relative
atomic mass

The average mass of two or more isotopes, weighted
according to the abundance of each isotope.

Used to separate a soluble salt from solution. Solution is
heated gently in an evaporating basin until crystals form.

28

15

Periodic
table

A list of elements. Metals are found on the left; non‐
metals are found on the right.

Simple
distillation

Used to separate a liquid from a solution – e.g. water from
ink. A condenser is used to cool hot gas until it forms a
liquid.

29

16

Period

A row in the periodic table.

Fractional
distillation

Used to separate a mixture of liquids with different boiling
points.

13

14

9
8
7
6

Chemical symbols:

Group 0 = 8 electrons in outer shell
Unreactive because of their full outer shell
All colourless gases at room temperature
Higher boiling point down the group

Atomic
Number

12

Structure of an atom:

Electron arrangements:

Physics Topic 1 – Energy

(Paper 1)

Energy

8

Efficiency

=

9

Improving
Efficiency






10

Power
(Watts)

The rate an applicance transfers energy.

=
Streamline objects to reduce air resistance
Use low resistance wires to reduce heating effect
Lubricate moving parts to reduce friction
Tighten loose parts to reduce vibration noise

1

Energy stores

Thermal (heat) – Kinetic (moving) – Gravitational potential (GPE) –
Elastic potential – Chemical (e.g. batteries, food, fuel) – Magnetic –
Electrostatic ‐ Nuclear

2

Energy
transfers

Energy is stored in objects and transferred by waves, electric current,
heating or when a force moves an object.

3

Conservation
of Energy

Energy can be transferred usefully, stored or dissipated, but never
created or destroyed.

11

Specific Heat
Capacity

Energy needed to raise the temperature of 1kg of a substance by 1oC.

4

Joules (J)

The unit of energy. 1kJ = 1000J

12

Thermal
Conductivity

The lower the thermal conductivity the better at insulating

5

Dissipated

When energy is transferred in a way that is not useful – e.g. to the
thermal energy store of the surrounding air partcles.

13

Thermal Insulators

Loft insulation, cavity wall insulation and double glazed windows all reduce heat
loss from buildings.

6

Energy
transfer in
falling objects

 GPE decreases and kinetic energy increases. Energy lost from GPE
store = Energy gained in kinetic energy store.
 On impact, energy is transferred to the thermal energy store of
the surroundings.

Energy Resources

7

8

1

Renewable

An energy resource is one that is being replenished as it is used – e.g. wind power.

Energy
transfer in
bungee
jumping

 When the rope is slack GPE is transferred to kinetic
 When the rope tightens it slows the fall, kinetic energy decreases
and the elastic potential energy store of the rope increases

2

Non renewable

An energy resource that cannot be replenished, so will run out – e.g. coal.

3

Uses of energy
resources

 Transport
 Heating
 Generating electricity

Energy in
Pendulums

A pendulum has maximum kinetic energy (travelling fastest) in the
middle of the swing, at either side it has maximum GPE.

4

Coal, Oil, Gas

 Are burnt heating water which turns to steam turning a turbine which turns a
generator producing electricity.
 Key advantages: Reliable, gas is the quickest to start up
 Key concerns: Non‐renewable & release CO2, which causes global warming, coal
mines are unsightly

5

Nuclear

 Fission produces heat which turns water to steam turning a turbine and a
generator producing electricity.
 Key concern: Long start up time, produces dangerous waste, expensive to
decommission (shut down)

6

Biofuel

 Fuel made of living things e.g. animal waste, waste vegetable oils and plants.
 Is carbon‐neutral as the CO2 the organism takes in balances the amount released
when the fuel is burnt.
 Key concern: Leads to deforestation to create farmland

7

Geothermal

 Hot rocks underground produce heat which turns water to steam turning a
turbine and a generator producing electricity.
 Key concern: Can only be built in volcanic areas

8

Tidal

Floating generators move up and down, the motion causes the generator to produce
electricity. Key concern = Spoils view & disrupts habitats

9

Hydroelectric

Falling water turns a turbine producing electricity, few locations suitable for this in
the UK. Key concern = Leads to large areas of land being flooded.

Equations
1

=

Gravitational
Potential
Energy (GPE)

As an object is lifted work is done to overcome gravitational force on
the object, this energy is stored as GPE.

2

Change in GPE

= weight (N) x change in height (m)
= mass (kg) x gravitational field strength(N/kg) x change in height (m)

3

Kinetic Energy

Kinetic energy =

4

Work Done

Work is done when a force makes an object move. The force transfers
energy, the amount of energy transferred = work done.

/

)

5

Work Done

Work Done (J) = Force (N) x distance moved (m)

6

Friction

Work done to overcome friction is transferred as energy to the
thermal store of the objects that rub together.

7

Wasted
Energy

Wasted energy is dissipated (spread out) increasing the thermal
energy store of the surroundings.

